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Education
Johns Hopkins University Baltimore, MD
PH.D., ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS ENGINEERING August 2008 - August 2014

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill, NC
B.S., ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE, highest distinction June 2003 - August 2006

Skills
Languages R, Python, Matlab, Java, Bash, git

Environments Linux, OSX, Hadoop (Hive), Spark, AWS, PostgreSQL, Vertica
Presentation LaTeX, RMarkdown, Shiny, ggplot2, Tableau

Experience
The Messina Group Washington, DC
SENIOR DATA SCIENTIST February 2017 - present
• Built a framework from the ground up for performing ‘social listening’ for three clients in support of brand and political sentiment research. Wrote
Python code to: ingest tweetswith the GnipHistorical PowerTrack API; parse JSON for relevant attributes; store resultant relational data in Amazon
Redshift; create dictionaries and doc-termmatrices; train topic models (with gensim); and perform sentiment analysis (with VADER).

• Data science lead for social listening engagement with the market insights team of a major international tech company. Ingested and processed
one year of brand- and competitor-related tweets. Built topic models and classified tweet sentiment; worked closely with the client to identify
topics of interest and synthesize results to understand brand’s positioning. Retrieved all tweets fromTwitter handles provided in a complementary
large-scale brand survey and analyzed associated topics and sentiment, broken out by segmented survey responses. Visualized survey respon-
dent’s Twitter networks by segmented responses.

• Created automated process using R and RMarkdown for reshaping raw or weighted survey data into PDF banner books with topline and
crosstabbed results for clients.

• Directly supervised two summer interns (one undergraduate, one graduate); coordinated their work on projects across the analytics team and
provided regular training and support with SQL and R.

Hillary for America Brooklyn, NY
DATA SCIENTIST July 2016 - December 2016
• Built logistic regression models for predicting the favorability of principle surrogates and support for candidates other than Clinton or Trump;
scores were used for prioritizing travel and event appearances. Evaluated stability of feature importance in turnout models between election
cycles.

• Compared phone and online internal poll results to assess the effects of survey mode on candidate support; also examined the impact of call
center employee gender on survey responses. Visualized results using RMarkdown and ggplot2 and delivered memos to senior leadership.

• Developed Python code to scrape precinct-level election results from county websites for both election night and post-election analysis.

Zurich North America Schaumburg, IL
DATA SCIENTIST August 2014 - July 2016
• Core data scientist on a cross-functional team developing models for pricing worker’s compensation insurance.
• Cleaned, transformed, and aggregated internal policy and claim data using R, Python, and Hive; appended external sources containing census,
credit, and real estate data for analysis. Assessed predictive power of resulting variables in pricing model.

• Tested business hypotheses and provided recommendations to product underwriting for two subsets of Zurich’s workers compensation book of
business: middle market commercial construction and temporary staffing agencies. Used text data from claim notes for over 1 million claims to
train a classification model for identifying industry in which a claim occurred.

• Built a classificationmodel using xgboost to predict scores of risk engineering evaluations for commercial properties; model was used to prioritize
visits to sites most likely to fail an evaluation.

Guikema Research Group, Johns Hopkins University Baltimore, MD
RESEARCH ASSISTANT August 2008 - August 2014
• Dissertation: Modeling the reliability and robustness of critical infrastructure networks
• Developed Matlab code to generate a large volume of random networks of varying sizes and topological characteristics. Simulated both random
failures and targeted attacks in each of these networks, and evaluated network performance after failures.

• Built a beta regression model in R to describe network robustness as a function of initial network topology. Used model to accurately estimate
network robustness to failures for real-world networks, including a food web and the 9/11 terrorist network.

• Compared estimates of electric power system performance using physical flow models (e.g., AC power flow) and topological models of power
systems. Developed amodel combining simplified topological measures to be used as a surrogate for physical flowmodels for predicting electric
power system performance after failures.
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Publications
LaRocca, S. and S. Guikema. Characterizing and predicting the robustness of power-law networks. Reliability Engineering & System Safety 133: 2015.

LaRocca, S., J. Johansson, H. Hassel, and S. Guikema. Topological performance measures as surrogates for physical flow models for risk and vul-
nerability analysis for electric power systems. Risk Analysis, 2014.

Johansson, J., S. LaRocca, H. Hassel, and S. Guikema. Comparing topological performance measures and physical flow models for vulnerability
analysis of power systems. Proceedings of the 11th International Probabilistic Safety Assessment and Management Conference, Helsinki, Finland,
June 2012.

LaRocca, S., S. Guikema, J. Cole, and E. Sanderson. Broadening the discourse on infrastructure interdependence by modeling the ‘ecology’ of
infrastructure systems. Proceedings of the 11th International Conference on Applications of Statistics and Probability in Civil Engineering, Zürich,
Switzerland, August 2011.

LaRocca, S. and S. Guikema. A survey of network theoretic approaches for risk analysis of complex infrastructure systems. Proceedings of the
International Conference on Vulnerability and Risk Analysis and Management, Hyattsville, MD, April 11, 2011.

Francis, R.A., S.R. Geedipally, S.D. Guikema, S.S. Dhavala, D. Lord, and S. LaRocca. Characterizing the performance of the Conway-Maxwell Poisson
generalized linear model. Risk Analysis 32(1): 2011.

Crawford-Brown, C. and S. LaRocca. Teaching systems principles and policy applications using a reduced-scale carbon cycle model for global
warming. Journal of Geoscience Education 54(3): 2006.

Presentations
LaRocca, S.*, J. Johansson, H. Hassel, S. Guikema. Topological performance measures as surrogates for physical flow models for electric power
systems. Society for Risk Analysis Annual Meeting, San Francisco, CA, December 2012.

Johansson, J.,S. LaRocca*, H. Hassel, S. Guikema. Comparing topological performancemeasures andphysical flowmodels for vulnerability analysis
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Guikema, S. and S. LaRocca. Effects of network topology on vulnerability during targeted attacks. Society for Risk Analysis Annual Meeting,
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LaRocca, S.*, S. Guikema, J. Cole, and E. Sanderson. Broadening the discourse on infrastructure interdependence by modeling the ‘ecology’ of
infrastructure systems. Society for Risk Analysis Annual Meeting, Charleston, SC, December 2011.

LaRocca, S. and S. Guikema*. Network reliability under targeted and random failures. Institute for Operations Research and the Management Sci-
ences 2011 Annual Meeting, Charlotte, NC, November 2011.

LaRocca, S.*, S. Guikema, J. Cole, and E. Sanderson. Broadening the discourse on infrastructure interdependence by modeling the ‘ecology’ of
infrastructure systems. 11th International Conference on Applications of Statistics and Probability in Civil Engineering, Zürich, Switzerland, August
2011.

LaRocca, S. and S. Guikema. A survey of network theoretic approaches for risk analysis of complex infrastructure systems. International Conference
on Vulnerability and Risk Analysis and Management, Hyattsville, MD, April 11, 2011.

LaRocca, S.* and S. Guikema. Network topology and vulnerability in infrastructure systems. Society for Risk Analysis Annual Meeting, Salt Lake City,
UT, December 10, 2010.

LaRocca, S.* and S. Guikema. Mercury emissions and autism rates in Texas children. Society for Risk Analysis Annual Meeting, Baltimore, MD,
December 8, 2009.

Guikema, S.D. andS. LaRocca*. Results of theSRA specialty group study. [Poster]. Society for Risk Analysis AnnualMeeting, Baltimore,MD,December
7, 2009.

LaRocca, S.* and S. Guikema. Regression modeling of count data: handling heavy tails. Joint Statistical Meetings, Washington, DC, August 3, 2009.
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Honors & Awards
2012 SAS and INFORMS Analytics Section Student Analytical Scholarship, INFORMS Conference on Business Analytics and OR
2011 Student Merit Award [paper competition winner], Society for Risk Analysis Engineering and Infrastructure Specialty Group
2010 Graduate Research Fellowship, National Science Foundation
2007 Annual Award, RTI International Science and Engineering Group
2005 Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship, Smallwood Foundation, University of North Carolina
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